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Patients undergoing Natalizumab (NTZ) therapy
are at risk of progressive multifocal leukoence-
phalopathy (PML). Besides John Cunningham
virus (JCV), BK polyomavirus might represent an
additional concern for such patients since it can
also infect CNS cells. Currently, data regarding
the presence of anti-JCV antibodies added to
previous immunosuppressive therapy and pro-
longed NTZ therapy has been used to classify
patients at risk of developing PML. Here, we
investigated the profile shedding of JCV and BKV
in multiple sclerosis (MS) patients during treat-
ment with NTZ. Serial blood and urine samples
from 97 MS patients receiving either NTZ or
b-interferon were investigated for polyomavirus
shedding. While all blood samples tested nega-
tive, 36% of the patients shed polyomavirus in
the urine in at least one time point. From these,
21.7%, 9.3%, and 5.1% shed JCV, BKV, and both
polyomavirus, respectively. No difference was
observed between the rates of urinary shedding
of patients treated with NTZ (38.9%) and patients
treated with other drugs (34.5%), also no PML
event was diagnosed during the follow-up.
Therefore, urinary shedding might not be inter-
fered by therapy condition. In our study, we also
observed 14/27 (52%) of anti-JCV antibodies
prevalence, and nearly half of them (42%) did not
present any event of urinary shedding during the
follow-up. J. Med. Virol. 89:528–534, 2017.
# 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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BACKGROUND

MS and Natalizumab

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease
with a crucial inflammatory stage and is usually
characterized by a progressive and degenerative
course [Owens and Sriram, 1995; Lassmann et al.,
2007]. The disease affects around 1.3 million people
worldwide [Milo and Kahana, 2010] and the tradi-
tional therapies present moderate effect, providing
low efficiency on the reduction of relapse events and
the progression of the disease [Etemadifar et al.,
2007; Lanzillo et al., 2011].
Natalizumab (NTZ) is a humanized monoclonal

antibody against a4b1 integrin, which acts blocking
the interaction between lymphocytes and endothelial
cells [Yednock et al., 1992]. In fact, NTZ has offered a
great therapeutic gain for MS patients, being able to
reduce significantly the relapses and the disease
progression [Polman et al., 2006]. Today, NTZ is used
with rigorous control due to patients who developed
progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML),
caused by the reactivation of the polyomavirus JC.
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Polyomavirus JC and PML

John Cunningham virus (JCV) is ubiquitous in the
human population, and the seroprevalence may be
higher than 50% in some populations [Egli et al., 2009;
Kean et al., 2009; Antonsson et al., 2010; Bozic et al.,
2011; Trampe et al., 2012]. JCV genome has around
5,130 base pairs in a circular double-stranded DNA
genome [Frisque et al., 1984]. The virus establishes
latency in the renal tissue and under particular
situations variants may arise. Variants presenting
mutations and insertions/deletions mainly in regula-
tory region (RR) improve the tropism for neurological
tissues [Daniel et al., 2001; Pfister et al., 2001] and are
associated to PML onset. Point mutations within the
VP1 gene are also frequently found in viruses from the
brain and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of PML patients
[Sunyaev et al., 2009; Gorelik et al., 2011].

PML in MS Patients

Since the first introduction of NTZ on the market,
several reports were made regarding the patients
who developed PML after a period of treatment. It is
important to remind that around 24% of patients who
develop PML as a consequence of NTZ dies and
survivors may present neurological sequel [Dong-Si
et al., 2015]. Considering this scenario, it was
established risk stratification parameters for PML in
MS patients under NTZ treatment [Bloomgren et al.,
2012; Laroni et al., 2012; Sorensen et al., 2012;
Tur et al., 2012].
Since BK polyomavirus also has the ability to infect

and cause disease in CNS [Vidal et al., 2007], this
virus might represent an extra concern for patients
undergoing NTZ therapy. In fact, BKV reactivation
in patients with MS under NTZ therapy occurs in a
frequency of 22.2% in plasma [Lonergan et al.,
2009] and 5% in CSF [Sadiq et al., 2010].
Herein, we investigated for up to 1 year the profile

of urinary shedding and monitored the putative
reactivation of both viruses (JC and BK) in the blood
of patients with MS under NTZ treatment.

METHODS

Patients

MS patients were diagnosed by clinical and imaging
criteria at the outpatient care units of the centers of
the study (Hospital das Cl�ınicas in Sao Paulo and
Irmandade Santa Casa de Misericordia de S~ao Paulo).
Patients were classified according to the therapy as
follows: (i) NTZ Group (NG)—included patients under-
going NTZ therapy; (ii) Control Group (CG)—patients
receiving b-interferon. This study was approved by the
ethical committee of Hospital das Cl�ınicas da Facul-
dade de Medicina da Universidade de S~ao Paulo,
#016611.
Blood and urine samples from NG were collected

monthly and samples from CG were sampled every
3 months.

Viral DNA Detection

Viral DNA was obtained from urine and blood with
QIAamp mini blood kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
Samples were screened for the presence of both
polyomaviruses through generic conventional PCR,
which amplifies a 173 nucleotides fragment from the
AgT region [Arthur et al., 1989; Fink et al., 2006].
Positive samples were submitted to specific real-time
PCR (TaqMan1 system) assays [Pal et al., 2006] that
discriminates between BKV and JCV and also deter-
mines the viral load.

Regulatory Region (JCV-RR) and JCV VP1
Molecular Characterization

JCV-RR was also amplified [Pfister et al., 2001] and
amplicons from patients presenting continuous shed-
ding were cloned in order to detect putative variants
that would be not detected through sequencing of bulk
PCR. TOPO TA (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher, Waltham,
MA) was used for cloning and plasmids were inserted
in DH5alpha Escherichia coli through electroporation.
Plasmids were recovered using Gene Jet Plasmid
Miniprep Kit (Fermentas, Thermo Fisher). Cloned
fragments were sequenced by Sanger method (from 15
to 20 clones per sample). Chromatograms were in-
spected for quality according to phred index and also
for the presence of subpopulations. JCV-RR sequences
were aligned with reference sequences of each form
(archetype and rearranged). Also, JCV-VP1 was ampli-
fied with protocol previously described [Nali et al.,
2014], and then sequenced in order to investigate for
any putative mutations related to PML. JCV-VP1
sequences were aligned to sequences with mutations
on VP1 related to PML, previously described [Sunyaev
et al., 2009; Gorelik et al., 2011]. All sequences were
then visually inspected with Se-Al program (http://
tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/seal/).

Anti-JCV ELISA Assay

Antibodies against JCV were investigated in 27
patients from NTZ group by using the second- generation
Stratify (Biogen Idec, Cambridge, MA) JCV enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Serum samples
were shipped to Norway to perform the test.

RESULTS

Ninety-seven patients were included in the study.
Sixty-one (62.9%) were under immune-modulatory
treatment and were included into the control group
(CG) and the remaining 36 (37.1%) were included in
the NTZ group (NG). All patients enrolled in the
study presented the relapsing-remitting form of MS.

JCV and BKV Excretion in Blood and Urine
Samples

Polyomavirus DNA were investigated in urine and
blood of these patients and all blood samples were
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negative for both JCV and BKV. However, 36% of the
patients presented polyomavirus in the urine in at
least one of the serial-samples analyzed, where 21
(21.6%) patients shed JCV; eight (8.2%) shed BKV,
and six (6.2%) patients shed both polyomaviruses.
The frequency of urinary shedding was evaluated in
both groups (CG and NG), and the values were
similar (Table I).

BKV and JCV Shedding Profile

Thirty-three patients from CG and 20 from NG
were followed up for at least 3 months (maximum 12
months). Of those, seven patients from NG and 12
from CG had at least one event of urinary shedding
during the study (Tables II and III).
In general, patients from both groups did not

present any specific pattern regarding to the viral
shedding. As demonstrated on Tables II and III, some
patients from both groups presented continuous shed-
ding (Patients 09, 29, 63, and 40). Others presented a
single positive sample along the study (Patients 18,
68, 44, and 77); and five patients presented intermit-
tent shedding (Patients 24, 38, 65, 75, and 91).
It was also noticed that some patients started to

shed polyomaviruses during the follow-up. Three
patients from the CG started to shed BKV; three
patients from NG started to shed BKV and two JCV.

JCV-RR and JCV-VP1 Sequencing in Urine
Samples

We amplified and sequenced the JCV-RR from all
positive patients. In addition, the JCV-RR from
patients with continual shedding was cloned to
investigate the presence of minor variants. All
sequences including the cloned ones did not present
variation and were similar to the archetype form of
RR. We also amplified and sequenced the JCV-VP1
from all positives samples. No mutations related to
the PML were detected, except for one patient who
presented the emergence of a variant, with a single
polymorphism not related to PML. Such variant was
detected during few months of the follow-up and was
related to the increased viral load. These data were
reported in detail by Nali et al. [2014].

Viral Load

JCV median viral load from CG ranged from
6.00� 102 to 2.21� 109 copies/ml, and from 6.00� 103

to 4.03� 108 copies/ml for NG. Although the NG
average viral load was slightly higher, it did not reach
significance (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, substantial increase
in JC viral load was observed in two patients from NG
during the follow-up. Patient 09, included in the study
1 month before NTZ introduction experienced a large
increase in the JC load from 7.00� 103 to 1.00� 109

copies/ml after 12 months [Nali et al., 2014]; and
Patient 29, included in the study 1 year after beginning
NTZ treatment experienced an increase from
7.00� 103 copies/ml at the first positive sample to
6.78� 105 at the last time-point (after 10 months). The
remaining patients did not present significant fluctua-
tion of JCV viral load during the follow-up.
BK viral load ranged from 4.00� 103 to 3.75� 107

copies/ml in the CG and from 5.00� 103 to 3.75� 106

copies/ml in the NG (Fig. 2). As well as for JCV, no
difference was observed in the average viral load
between the groups.

Anti-JCV Antibodies Detection

The second-generation Stratify (Biogen Idec) JCV
ELISA was performed in 27 patients from NG, and
14 had positive result (52%). Among them, six
patients (42%) did not shed the virus in urine during
the follow-up. Interestingly, one patient presented
JCV DNA in the urine but did not present anti-JCV
antibodies.

TABLE I. Polyomavirus Urinary Shedding in MS Patients

Groups (#) Polyomavirus (%) JCV (%) BKV (%) JCVþBKV (%)

CG (61) 21 (34.5) 13 (21.3) 5 (8.2) 3 (4.9)
NG (36) 14 (38.9) 8 (22.2) 4 (11.1) 2 (5.6)
Total (97) 35 (36) 21 (21.7) 9 (9.3) 5 (5.1)
P� 0.668 0.440 0.722 0.367

�Chi-square test.

TABLE II. Polyomaviruses Urinary Shedding in Serial
Samples From Control Group

Follow-up months

ID 1 3 6 9 12

PMS05 n n n n
PMS17 n n � �
PMS18 n n n �
PMS23 � �
PMS24 • • n • �
PMS38 • n n • �
PMS40 • • • � �
PMS41 n � �
PMS44 � • n n �
PMS53 • • • � �
PMS63 • • • • �
PMS68 n n n �
(•): JC-positive samples ( ): BK-positive samples, ( ): JC- and BK-
positive samples, n: negative samples, �: follow-up not performed.
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DISCUSSION

Today, NTZ represents a real gain for MS patients
who had failed other therapies. However, risks to
develop PML prevent several patients to be treated.
For that reason, it is really necessary to understand
and to evaluate the real risk that a MS patient might
be at while treating with NTZ.
In this work, the overall proportion of MS patients

who shed JCV (21.7% considering at least one time-
point) was similar to that observed for healthy
individuals, which is around 18.9–27% [Markowitz
et al., 1993; Egli et al., 2009; McClure et al., 2012;
Urbano et al., 2016]. Our data were also similar to
immunocompromised groups, such as renal and liver
recipients [Drachenberg et al., 2007; Kusne et al.,
2012] and HIV-infected population, which range
from 25% to 28% [Markowitz et al., 1993; Behzad-
Behbahani et al., 2004]. We did not observe any
particular profile of viral shedding among our
patients, which is in touch with previous studies
[Polo et al., 2004; Urbano et al., 2016].
Laroni et al. [2012] followed a MS patient under

NTZ therapy who developed PML and observed
continuous viral shedding with graduall increase in
the viral load before PML onset. Two of our patients
from NG also presented an increase in the viral load
throughout the follow-up, and one of them with the
emergence of variants (evaluated by sequencing on

the VP1 gene) during the period of highest viral load
[Nali et al., 2014]. Nevertheless, none of them devel-
oped PML during the follow-up.

BKV Urinary Shedding and NTZ

Polyomavirus BK is an opportunistic virus that
behaves very similarly to JCV in terms of genome
organization, sites of latency, and reactivation and
as JCV, BK can also be neurotropic [Vidal et al.,
2007].
The overall shedding observed in this study

(9.3%) contrasts to the 21% of BKV urinary shed-
ding in MS patients who use NTZ reported else-
where [Chen et al., 2009; Lonergan et al., 2009].
Also, Lonergan et al. [2009] described that 22.2% of
the patients started to shed BKV after NTZ therapy
introduction. Despite this, no patient developed
BKV- related diseases [Lonergan et al., 2009].
Although there is no evidence that BKV is associ-
ated with diseases in patients receiving NTZ, we
observed that nearly all patients treating longer
than 1 year started to shed BK continuously with
slightly higher viral load when compared to CG,
suggesting that BK viral replication might be inter-
fered by prolonged use of NTZ. However, little
information about the influence of NTZ in BKV
shedding and reactivation is available to confirm
this hypothesis [Delbue et al., 2014].

TABLE III. Polyomavirus Urinary Shedding in Serial Samples From NTZ Group

Follow-up months

ID # of NTZ infusionsa 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

PMS09 12 • • • • •
PMS29 37 • � • • � � � �
PMS54 15 n n n n • n n n � � � � �
PMS65 19 n • • • • n n � � � �
PMS75 6 n n n n • • n n n � � � �
PMS77 6 n n n n � � � � � � � �
PMS91 6 n � � � � � � � � �
(•): JC-positive sample, ( ): BK-positive sample, ( ): JC- and BK-positive samples, n: negative sample, �: follow-up not performed.
aThe total number of infusions was based on the number of infusion until the last tested sample was collected.

Fig. 1. Average JCV viral load in urine of MS patients. Fig. 2. Average BKV viral load in urine of MS patients.
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JCV Antibodies and Urinary Shedding

JCV antibodies prevalence observed here (52%)
was similar to those found by others [Egli et al.,
2009; Kean et al., 2009; Antonsson et al., 2010;
Ribeiro et al., 2010; Bozic et al., 2011; Trampe et al.,
2012]. But, anti-JCV was not related to viral replica-
tion or shedding since 42% of NG patients with anti-
JCV antibodies did not present a single event of JCV
urinary shedding during the follow-up. It is impor-
tant to remind that patients who developed NTZ-
related PML presented urinary shedding prior PML
onset [Reid et al., 2011; Laroni et al., 2012], suggest-
ing that those who do not shed JCV might be at low
risk to develop PML, at least in a short to medium
term.
Intriguingly, one patient from NG (Patient 54, see

Table III for details) shed JCV in the urine in one
time point but did not present anti-JCV antibodies.
Although we do not have the precise date of the
antibody testing, this finding may be explained by
two possibilities: (i) this single shedding event could
represent a primary infection, or (ii) it is a false
negative result. It was reported previously that 37%
of patients who has no detectable antibodies can
present viruria, suggesting that the current anti-JCV
ELISA may underestimate the real number of JCV-
infected patients [Berger et al., 2013].
The key for a safer treatment is to gather enough

information that could predict PML onset. Based on
this, it has been proposed that anti-JCV antibodies
titer could be used as additional tool to stratify
patients at a higher risk, once PML patients may
present higher titers than non-PML patients
[Vennegoor et al., 2015]. Also Plavina et al.
[2014] proposed a cut-off for anti-JCV antibodies,
where indexes higher than 1.5 absorbance OD units
could indicate higher risk for PML. Although these
data may be used to stratify patients at risk of PML,
it might not be a very useful tool to actually predict
PML, since not always the anti-JCV antibodies titers
is related with duration of NTZ exposure and PML
onset [Antoniol and Stankoff 2014; Plavina et al.,
2014; Gagne Brosseau et al., 2016]. Most strikingly, a
patient without previous immunosuppressive therapy
who developed PML presented no anti-JCV antibod-
ies until 2 weeks before PML onset [Gagne Brosseau
et al., 2016].

Perspectives for MS Patients Under NTZ
Treatment

JCV is the main reason that prevents neurologists
from prescribing NTZ to a MS patient. PML is a very
complex disease and unfortunately, the knowledge
regarding JCV pathogeny and mechanisms of reacti-
vation is not fully understood [Reid et al., 2011;
Laroni et al., 2012; Delbue et al., 2014]. Therefore, it
is not possible yet to precisely predict whether and
when patients will develop PML. Although many
questions remain unanswered, researchers had

established criteria for PML risk based on three
conditions: anti-JCV antibodies status; prolonged
NTZ therapy—for more than 2 years; and previous
immunosuppressive therapy. JCV is ubiquitous in
human population, but we found that 42% of the
patients presenting anti-JCV antibodies did not shed
JCV in the urine during the NTZ therapy and all
patients who presented anti-JCV antibodies but no
viruria were treating with NTZ for at least 6 months.
Crucially, nearly all reported NTZ- treated patients
who developed PML presented JCV viruria before
PML onset. Is it possible to suggest that patients
with JCV antibodies but without urinary shedding
(or sporadic shedding) present lower risk to develop
PML than those who shed the virus in the urine
continuously? It is certainly a difficult question to
answer.
Additionally, the fact that both the control and

NTZ groups had similar profile of JCV shedding is
in line with the idea that treatment itself does not
induce viral replication, at least in short to medium
term. Unfortunately, thousands of patients who
could benefit themselves from NTZ therapy are
considered not suitable for the treatment. Although
it is important to classify patients as high- or low-
risk patients, to predict which patients are in fact
under imminent risk to PML is pivotal to assure the
best assistance to MS patients.
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